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WE DECIDED TO THINK ABOUT A BETTER WAY
TO PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES

I N T E R N AT I O N A L L A W F I R M – E N G L I S H S P E A K I N G AT T O R N E Y S I N PA R I S , B E R L I N & N E W Y O R K

Founded by a group of lawyers from the UK,

lawyers do, what is usually expected, achieving the

In our view the only way to strive together for a bet-

Germany, the US and France the firm has developed

results a lawyer must deliver and, like our com-

ter outcome and guarantee this always-on commit-

from a shared vision to focus on what really mat-

petitors, we know how to do this through technical

ment is to treat people equally and consequently

ters to our clients, a service more reactive to client

expertise, business awareness, broad and deep

all lawyers in our firm are equal associates, from

needs, a more approachable, global and modern

experience and the skills and tools to listen, analyze

the founder to the most recently hired person. We

way of working. The result is ALARIS AVOCAT where

and to react – the core elements of quality legal ser-

stopped classifying people as junior associate,

each day we are busy building a new boutique legal

vices. But this is not enough.

senior associate, junior partner and so on.

In founding ALARIS AVOCAT our focus was centered

To guarantee that our people are always highly

on a new definition and understanding of the term

driven, independent, focused, in-sightful and match

COMMITMENT. We wanted, as individuals and as

our high standards of expertise, we hire only excel-

an organization, to be considered by our clients as

lent legal counsel, specialized with at least 10 years

a long-term and steady business partners and not

of professional experience in other well-recognized

just external legal advisors.

law practices, better to meet client expectations on

practice, sharing our enthusiasm with our clients
along the way.

quality and results.
To manifest this approach we decided that everybody, lawyers and support staff, must be fully

This new definition of commitment is also enhanced

involved to reach a better collective result, over-and-

by a policy of visiting personally and regularly our

above our respective daily task-lists. This result is

clients on their own premises. We endeavor to work

only possible if our people take entire responsibility

on a weekly/monthly basis in this manner to keep

Naturally we also share many common things with

not only for their own work, but also for the entire

communication open and try to better understand

law firms around the world: the essential work that

outcome of the team’s work at our firm.

their business needs and context.
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Last but not least this commitment continues by

We increase value to our clients by speaking and

treating clients as business partners rather than

thinking in several different languages, coming

sources of revenue. For this reason we openly dis-

from different backgrounds and countries and

cuss the perceived and actual value of legal fees

being members of the legal profession in different

delivered and we are very flexible in our billing

countries. The people working for our firm are from

methods, off or on a timesheet basis.

Germany, England, the USA, France and elsewhere.

Another way to

We use new efficient MODERN WORKING METHODS

provide a better

and technology as a firm able to propose the best

legal service is by

adapted solutions. We work together as a collegiate

implementing our

and enthusiastic team in France, Germany and the

standing of legal service – to deliver exceptional

approach of an

US, a factor indispensable for reacting quickly to the

quality and effectiveness above all usual stan-

INTERNATIONAL

demands of our clients.

dards.

firm. Simply put,

Our lawyers are free to work flexibly enabling all

For further information please refer to our home-

country

borders

of us and our clients to have choice, control and

page www.alaris-law.com .

and jurisdictions

freedom over how we work together, freed from the

may not really

bureaucracy inherent to more traditional firms.

OUTLOOK in our

matter to many clients any more. We adapt to
changing circumstances not only by working with

Across the entire scope of the legal services we

other firms in foreign countries, but also by work-

provide we guarantee to our clients – based on the

ing abroad ourselves.

described commitment above and the new under-

